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ABSTRACT 11 

A moment magnitude 6.2 crustal earthquake occurred in northern Thailand on 5 May 2014, 12 

and its aftershocks exhibit several lineaments with conjugate pattern, involving geometric 13 

complexity in a multi-segmented fault system of the Phayao fault zone. However, a 14 

relationship between those geometric complexities and the rupture evolution of the 2014 15 

Thailand earthquake is still elusive, which is critical to understand complex nature of the 16 

earthquake physics and to assess the hazard. Here we elaborated the newly developed 17 

flexible finite-fault inversion method, used it to invert the globally observed teleseismic P 18 

waveforms, and estimated the spatiotemporal distribution of both the slip and the fault 19 

geometry. We found the complex rupture evolution consisting of two rupture episodes along 20 

a conjugated strike-slip fault system that comprises two distinct fault planes. The fault system 21 

derived from our finite-fault solution exhibits geometric complexities including bends, which 22 

may have caused the perturbation of the rupture propagation and the triggering of the distinct 23 

rupture episodes. Our source model of the 2014 Thailand earthquake shows that even in the 24 

case of smaller-scale earthquakes, the rupture evolution can be complex when the underlying 25 

fault geometry is multiplex.  26 

Introduction 27 

The seismicity of Thailand is relatively low: less than 10 earthquakes with a magnitude greater than 5 28 

have been registered since the 1970s 1 (Fig. 1). Although situated in a low seismicity zone, Thailand is 29 

surrounded by major active faults, such as the Sagaing Fault in Myanmar and the major Aliao Shan-30 

Red River fault north of Thailand 2 (Fig. 1). These faults are subject to a progressive clockwise strain 31 

rotation caused by the motions induced by the escape tectonics from the Tibetan Plateau to SE Asia and 32 

the Sumatra-Andaman subduction zone 2–6. Thailand has complex geological structures that include 33 

multiple active fault zones 2,5 (Fig. 1). Many active fault zones in Thailand are part of a strike-slip fault 34 
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system trending northeast-southwest and northwest-southeast 2,7. These trends are a result of the 35 

development of the major Cenozoic rift basin that is subject to a north-south compression and east-west 36 

extension. Geological records suggest that there is historical seismicity since the Late Quaternary in the 37 

northern part of Thailand associated with the active fault zones 8,9. One of the largest historical 38 

earthquakes in 1545 collapsed an immense pagoda in Wat Chedi Luang temple in Chiang Mai province 39 
10 (Fig. 1).  40 

 41 
Figure 1. Seismo-tectonics summary of the study region. (a) The beach ball shows the GCMT solution of the 42 

2014 Thailand earthquake 11. The star is the mainshock epicentre. The dots show the seismicity between 1970 to 43 
2014 before the mainshock from the ISC Bulletin 1. The rectangle denotes the Phayao fault zone and the map 44 

region of Figure 2. The lines are the active faults 12. (b) The wider view of the study region. The rectangle is the 45 
map region of Figure 1a. The dots show the seismicity between 1970 to 2014 before the mainshock from the 46 
ISC Bulletin 1. The lines are the active faults 12. The bathymetry/topography is from GEBCO 13. The figures 47 

were made with Generic Mapping Tools14. 48 
 49 

The largest recent earthquake in Thailand, which is a focus of this study, had a moment 50 

magnitude (MW) 6.2 and occurred in the northern part of the country on 5 May 2014 11,15. The 2014 51 

Thailand earthquake affected 7 provinces, damaged more than 7000 buildings, and caused 1 death and 52 

107 injuries 16–18, although there is a lack of direct evidence of surface rupture from satellite images 19. 53 

The source region is situated in the Phayao Fault Zone (PFZ) 8,20, and the epicentre of the 2014 Thailand 54 

earthquake 15,21–23 is located at the transition zone within the conjugated fault system of two major active 55 

strike-slip faults; the Mae Lao Fault (MLF) trending ENE-WSW and the Phan Fault (PF) trending N-S 56 
15,23 (Fig. 2).  57 

A relocated hypocentre of the 2014 Thailand earthquake15 is located at 19.733°N and 99.689°E 58 

with a 5 km hypocentral depth that is between the middle of the MLF and the top of the PF (Fig. 2). 59 

The centroid moment tensor solution shows the nodal planes orienting NNW-SSE and ENE-WSW with 60 

MW 6.211. The relocated aftershocks during the first week 15 can be divided into two major aftershock 61 
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groups: the N-S trending aftershocks (NSTA) and the ENE-WSW trending aftershocks (EWTA) (Fig. 62 

2). The regional moment tensor solutions of the aftershocks 15 are located along the NSTA and EWTA, 63 

with their strike directions aligned with the trends of the NSTA and EWTA (Fig. 2).  64 

 65 
Figure 2. The study area of the 2014 Thailand earthquake. The yellow star shows the epicentre. The red 66 

beachball shows the GCMT solution of the 2014 Thailand earthquake 24,25. The black beach balls show the focal 67 
mechanism of the relocated aftershocks with the moment magnitude larger than 4.2 15. The solid blue lines 68 

highlight the aftershock lineations of the NSTA and EWTA. The solid black lines are the active faults of the 69 
Phayao fault zone 26,27: MLF; Mae Lao fault, PF; Phan fault, MSF; Mae Suai fault, MSBF; Mae Suai Boundary 70 
fault, and MJF; Mae Jai fault. The topography is from GEBCO 13. The figure was made with Generic Mapping 71 

Tools14. 72 
 73 

The regional moment tensor solutions of the mainshock and the aftershocks23 show that the 74 

principal compressive stress orientation is NNE-SSW (N18E) that is consistent with the regional stress 75 

orientation in northern Thailand 23,28,29. The high shear stress zone is related to the strike orientation of 76 

the active MLF that is close to the EWTA: N30E-N50E. This high shear stress zone contributes to the 77 
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initiation of slip based on Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria 23. Pananont et al. 15 studied the aftershocks 78 

sequence occurring within hours by analyzing the changes in the stress field due to the rupture, for 79 

which they computed the Coulomb stress changes: they suggested that the mainshock occurred on the 80 

right-lateral faulting along the NSTA. They argued that the complex rupture process that has produced 81 

the complicated pattern of the aftershock distribution has a more elaborate geological and 82 

geomechanical origin. However, the source mechanism of the 2014 Thailand earthquake has not been 83 

clearly understood; whether the rupture evolves along the apparent conjugate fault system inferred from 84 

the aftershock distribution. The detailed imaging of the source process of the 2014 Thailand earthquake 85 

should be a critical basis to illuminate the causative relationship between the rupture evolution and the 86 

geometric complexity in the fault system for the smaller-scale, M6-class earthquake, which has been 87 

difficult to investigate in a means of finite-fault inversion. 88 

A possibility of the complex fault geometry can be expected from a simple observation of the 89 

teleseismic waveforms. If an earthquake occurs along a single, simple fault plane, the teleseismic 90 

waveforms at stations within the same quadrant of the focal mechanism are expected to be similar 91 

without being contaminated by too many reflection/refraction phases. In the case of the 2014 Thailand 92 

earthquake, the stations TIP and ARU are in the same quadrant of the GCMT moment tensor solution 93 

(Fig. 3). The waveforms of the TIP and ARU stations show the different waveform shape and amplitude, 94 

which is unexpected if the earthquake rupture propagates along a single flat plane with a constant slip 95 

vector 30. This may imply that the mainshock mechanism may involve geometric complexity. In 96 

addition, the aftershock distribution with two major trends of the NSTA and EWTA (Fig. 2) may 97 

suggest the complexity of fault geometry of the mainshock. To resolve the possible complex fault 98 

geometry, we apply a new framework of the flexible finite-fault inversion algorithm for teleseismic 99 

body waveforms 31. We introduce a relative weight smoothness constraint that is proportional to the 100 

components of each basis moment tensor 32 into the potency density tensor inversion of Shimizu et al. 101 
33 which can mitigate the effect of the modelling errors originating from the uncertainty of Green’s 102 

function 34 as well as the uncertainty of fault geometry 35 (see details in the Method section). This 103 

method can simultaneously estimate the distribution of the focal mechanism and the slip along the 104 

assumed model plane; it enables the reconstruction of complex rupture processes, including those 105 

occurring along faults containing fault bends and those consisting of multiple subevents, without a priori 106 

assumption of the fault geometry 30,31. The improved flexible finite-fault inversion framework has been 107 

applied to large earthquakes such as the 2020 MW 7.7 Caribbean earthquake 30 and the 2018 MW 7.9 108 

Gulf of Alaska earthquake 31, but it has never been applied to smaller-scale M6-class earthquakes like 109 

the 2014 Thailand earthquake. In this study, we apply the flexible finite-fault method to the teleseismic 110 

body waves of the 2014 Thailand earthquake. We estimate the spatiotemporal distribution of both the 111 

slip and the fault geometry. We then discuss the detailed source process of the 2014 Thailand 112 

Earthquake, which is heavily controlled by the geometric complexity of the fault system and the 113 

associated local stress field. 114 
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 115 
Figure 3. The station distribution and waveform examples of the 2014 Thailand earthquake. (a) The selected 116 
self-normalized waveform traces at the TIP and ARU stations. Time zero means the first arrival of the P-wave. 117 
(b) The station distribution (triangle) for the finite-fault inversion. The yellow star denotes the epicentre. The 118 

dashed lines show epicentral distances at 30° and 90°. The solid lines are the GCMT nodal direction of strikes at 119 
67° and 337°. The figures were made with Generic Mapping Tools14. 120 

 121 

Method: Relative weight potency-density inversion 122 

To construct a rupture model of the 2014 Thailand earthquake, we apply the flexible teleseismic finite-123 

fault inversion of Shimizu et al. 33. The method can resolve the fault geometry and the slip along the 124 

flexible assumed model plane without a priori fault geometry assumption; it represents the shear-slip 125 

vectors with five basis double-couple moment tensor components 32. The method is based on the novel 126 

finite-fault inversion of Yagi & Fukahata 34, which can mitigate the modelling error originating from 127 

the uncertainty of Green’s function. The observation equation is defined as 128 

𝑢!(𝑡) = &' (𝐺"!(𝑡, 𝜉) + 𝛿𝐺"!(𝑡, 𝜉). ∗ �̇�"(𝑡, 𝜉)𝑑𝜉 + 𝑒#!(𝑡)
$

%

"&'

 129 

where 𝑢! is the teleseismic waveform at station 𝑗. 𝐺"! is Green's function for the 𝑞th component of the 130 

basis double-couple moment tensor at station 𝑗, and 𝛿𝐺"!  is the error of Green's function. �̇�"  is the 131 

potency-rate density function for the 𝑞th component of the basis double-couple moment tensor at the 132 

source location 𝜉 of the assumed model plane (𝑆). 𝑒#! is the background and instrument noises. 133 

Although the method can resolve both fault geometry and slip33,36, the source focal mechanism 134 

change within subevent is still difficult to reveal because of the spatiotemporal smoothing constraint 135 

which was introduced by the Gaussian with a same covariance into the potency-rate density function 136 

without distinguish for all five basis double-couple components. This may introduce bias because the 137 
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potency-rate density of the dominant basis component becomes smoother than those of the minor 138 

components. 139 

To mitigate the bias due to the smoothing constraints, we applied a new framework of the 140 

relative weight smoothness constraint30,31 : it adds an inverse relative weight parameter (1/𝑊") to the 141 

standard deviation of each basis component that is proportional to the double-couple component of the 142 

GCMT moment tensor solution (Fig. S1). To avoid the instability of the solution due to the extremely 143 

small relative standard deviation, we set the minimum weight smoothness constraint to 5% of the 144 

maximum relative standard deviation, after evaluating its sensitivity to the solution (Figs. S2 and S3; 145 

Text S1). This new framework has been proven efficient for the analyses of the source process of the 146 

2018 Gulf of Alaska earthquake 31 and the 2020 Caribbean earthquake 30. There it solves the problem 147 

of over-smoothing the slip distribution of the major components and allows more clear capture of the 148 

rupture propagation. 149 

The GCMT solution 24,25 for the 2014 Thailand earthquake, shows dominant strike-slip faulting 150 

associated with the pure strike-slip M1 and M2 moment tensor components 32 (Fig. S1). Therefore, the 151 

smoothing constraint adopted in this study introduces dominant strike-slip components than for other 152 

components like the vertical slip components M3, M4 and M5 (Fig. S1).  153 

Before applying our newly developed inversion method to the real dataset in the following 154 

sections, we first evaluate the resolvability of this approach by performing a numerical test using 155 

synthetic waveforms based on the dipping planes of conjugate faults, which are roughly akin to the 156 

hypothesised fault system of the 2014 Thailand earthquake (see Text S2). The numerical test shows that 157 

the inverted solution can well reproduce the input, which suggests that our new framework of finite-158 

fault inversion can resolve complex ruptures even for cases of smaller-scale (M6-class) events 159 

consisting of multiple rupture segments and with geometric changes in the fault system. 160 

Data and model setting 161 

For the analysis of the 2014 Thailand earthquake rupture, we use 25 vertical components of the globally 162 

observed teleseismic waveforms (Fig. 3b) obtained from the Global Seismographic Network and the 163 

Federation of Digital Seismograph Network provided by Incorporated Research Institutions for 164 

Seismology Data Management Center. The data are selected based on signal-to-noise ratio high-enough 165 

to distinguish the P-wave arrival and to ensure azimuth coverage (Fig. 3) Although the earthquake 166 

magnitude is small, the waveform at the first 10 s can be distinguished from the noise level (Fig. S4). 167 

We manually pick the first arrival of P-wave and convert it into a velocity waveform to remove the 168 

instrument response. Then we resample it at 0.2 s. Following Kikuchi and Kanamori 32, we calculate 169 

Green’s function at 0.1 s sampling rate for the components of each basis moment tensor. The finer 170 

sampling of Green’s function with respect to the observed waveform sampling ensures sufficient 171 

resolution for the time shift relating to location of each subfault to the hypocentre. After this, we 172 
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resample Green’s function at 0.2 s, which is the waveform sampling rate. The simplified 1-D near-173 

source structural velocity model from Wongwai et al. 37 is applied to calculate the Haskell propagation 174 

matrix for Green’s function (Table S1). The sensitivity of the near-source velocity model is evaluated 175 

by testing different models (Figs. S5 and S6; Text S1), and we find our solution is not affected by the 176 

structural model. The attenuation time constant t* for the teleseismic P-waveform is about 1 s 34, and 177 

the amplitude of the signal below 1 s is very weak, so the signal is not affected by aliasing even if the 178 

sampling interval is shorter than 1 second (Fig. S7). Therefore, we do not apply a low-pass filter to both 179 

the observed waveforms and the theoretical Green’s functions according to the Shimizu et al. 33 to avoid 180 

complicating the structure of the observation error by applying a low-pass filter to the observation error.  181 

The assumed model plane is confined by the relocated aftershock distribution and covers the NSTA and 182 

EWTA that are the expected rupture fault planes. The method we use allows the assumption of a 183 

horizontal model plane that is independent of the actual fault plane(s); however, such a supposition can 184 

produce a very smooth solution that will impair the interpretation of the rupturing path or the fault 185 

geometry. This problem is distinct in the conjugate strike-slip fault earthquakes with multiple fault 186 

planes because if the model space is wide and covers unnecessary space where the slip is unlikely to 187 

occur, then the unnecessary slip is squeezed out from the actual slip due to the smoothing effects. To 188 

mitigate this issue, Yamashita et al. 31 restricted the horizontal model plane only to the aftershock region, 189 

and obtained a non-rectangular plane; in that way, the rupture propagation is captured in detail and the 190 

solution is more stable 31. We assume the model plane to have a strike of 60° and a dip of 0°. The model 191 

plane is a non-rectangular horizontal model plane with a maximum total length of 25 km along the 192 

EWTA and 12 km along the NSTA. The sub-fault has a dimension of 2 × 2 km2 and lies along the 193 

strike and the dip. The moment-rate function for each sub-fault is represented as a linear B-spline 194 

function with a duration of 7.2 s. The total rupture duration is set at 9.0 s. We tested alternative 195 

assumptions of the total rupture duration (Fig. S8; Text S1) and found that 0–6 s is robustly resolved, 196 

but later period, e.g., during 6–9 s is affected by the assumption of total duration. So we here focus our 197 

discussion on the robust rupture process during 0–6 s in the following sections. The maximum rupture 198 

velocity is set at 3.6 km/s (Figs. S9 and S10; Text S1) and is approximated from the preliminary rupture 199 

duration around 7 s at a distance of 25 km from the assumed model fault plane. The approximated value 200 

is also equal to the first layer shear wave velocity (Vs) of the simplified structural velocity model 37 201 

(Table S1). As the initial rupture point, we use the relocated hypocentre with coordinates 19.733°N, 202 

99.689°E at 5 km depth 15. 203 

Results 204 

The total moment tensor solution, calculated by the integration of all potency-rate density tensors, 205 

exhibits strike-slip faulting with the two nodal planes striking at 249° (ENE-WSW) and 339° (NNW-206 

SSE) (Fig. 4a). The moment-rate function shows at least two rupture episodes. One is between 0 and 207 
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1.5 s with a low moment-rate and the other is between 1.5 and 4.5 s with a high moment-rate. The 208 

highest moment-rate occurs at around 3.5 s (Fig. 4b). The total seismic moment is 0.36 × 1019 Nm (MW 209 

6.3), which is slightly larger than the GCMT solution (MW 6.2) and the USGS W-phase moment tensor 210 

(MW 6.1). The larger seismic moment in our work is probably due to our model covering a wider area 211 

that includes the aftershock distribution along the NSTA and EWTA. 212 

The static distribution of the potency density reveals two large potency zones located in the 213 

middle of the EWTA and one in the middle of the NSTA. The larger potency density in the EWTA is 214 

around 1.8 m and the potency density in the NSTA is around 1.3 m (Fig. 4c). The nodal plane 215 

distribution of the potency density shows that the strike orientation rotates clockwise along the EWTA 216 

from 240° to 265° (Fig. 4c) and along the NSTA from 7° to 24° (Fig. 4c). 217 

The spatiotemporal distribution of the potency-rate density exhibits two rupture episodes, one 218 

along the NSTA and the other along the EWTA (Fig. 5a). The initial rupture of the mainshock originates 219 

at the hypocentre in the first 1.5 s and propagates south along the NSTA at a rupture speed of ~3.0 km/s. 220 

The second rupture occurs at the eastern edge of the EWTA between 1.0 s and 1.5 s and propagates 221 

southwest along the EWTA at a rupture speed of ~3.5 km/s (Fig. 5a). The second rupture has the highest 222 

potency-rate in the middle of the EWTA between 2.0 and 3.0 s and terminates at the west end of the 223 

EWTA at 4.5 s. These two rupture episodes coincide with the dominant peaks seen in the moment-rate 224 

function (Fig. 4). The spatiotemporal distribution of the moment tensor solution shows two dominant 225 

patterns of strike-slip faulting, both with smaller-scale fluctuation of the fault geometry in each lineation 226 

(Fig. 5b). One with a strike at NNE-SSW near the epicentre occurred between 0.5 and 1.5 s and the 227 

other with a strike at ENE-WSW northwest from the epicentre occurred between 1.5 and 4.0 s. The 228 

nodal plane distribution extracted from the resultant spatiotemporal potency-rate density tensor (Fig. 229 

5b) exhibits clockwise strike rotation from ~18° to ~33°. For the rupture propagating from the epicentre 230 

towards the south along the NSTA during the first 1.5 s, this rotation coincides with the timing when 231 

the large potency-rate density is observed. The clockwise rotation of the strike also occurs from the 232 

middle to the west end of the EWTA from ~218° to ~250°; it is associated with the second rupture 233 

arising at the eastern edge of the EWTA, propagating west during the period between the 2.0 and 3.5 s 234 

and having the highest potency-rate of around 1.2 m/s (Fig. 5b). These spatiotemporal changes of fault 235 

geometry are robust for different assumptions of the regional structural velocity model and of the 236 

maximum rupture velocities (Figs. S5 and S6; S9 and S10).  237 
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 238 
Figure 4. The summary of the result. (a) The total moment tensor solution. (b) The moment-rate function. (c) 239 
The distribution of the potency density and strike orientation extracted from the potency density tensor of each 240 

sub-fault along the assumed horizontal model plane. The crossmark represents the strike orientation of the nodal 241 
planes and its color shows the amount of potency density. The yellow star denotes the epicentre. The dots are 242 

the relocated aftershocks 15. The black solid lines are the active faults 26,27: MLF: Mae Lao fault, PF; Phan fault, 243 
MSF; Mae Suai fault, MSBF; Mae Suai Boundary fault. The figure was made with Generic Mapping Tools14. 244 
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 246 
Figure 5. The spatiotemporal distribution of the potency-rate density. (a) The panels show the contour plot of 247 

the potency-rate density distribution. (b) the panels show the nodal planes distribution extracted from the 248 
potency-rate density tensor. The corresponding time window of (a) and (b) is presented as the averaged snapshot 249 

of the potency-rate density tensor. The beach ball shows the total moment tensor solution within the time 250 
window. The star shows the epicentre. The dots show the relocated aftershock 15. The line shows the active 251 

faults 26,27. The figures were made with Generic Mapping Tools14. 252 
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Discussion 253 

Our finite-fault source model of the 2014 Thailand earthquake distinguished two rupture episodes that 254 

show a dominant strike-slip faulting consisting of different rupture lineations along the NSTA and 255 

EWTA (Fig. 5), which are consistent with the nodal plane distribution (Fig. 4c) and thus facilitates 256 

identification of the possible fault geometry for the 2014 Thailand earthquake. The nodal plane 257 

distribution along the NSTA shows nodal strikes in the NNE-SSW direction and the auxiliary plane in 258 

the ESE-WNW direction (Fig. 4). The nodal plane distribution along the EWTA shows nodal strikes in 259 

the ENE-WSW direction and the auxiliary plane in the NNW-SSE direction (Fig. 4). The consistency 260 

between the nodal plane distribution (Fig. 4c) and the rupture directions of the spatiotemporal potency-261 

rate density distribution (Fig. 5) facilitates identification of the possible fault geometry. The striking 262 

plane along the NSTA is determined to be in the NNE-SSW direction and is associated with the rupture 263 

propagating towards the south. The striking plane along the EWTA is determined to be in the ENE-264 

WSW direction and is associated with the rupture propagating towards the southwest. The obtained two 265 

dominant fault planes along the NSTA and EWTA are consistent with the two distinct trends of the 266 

relocated aftershock distribution 15. The first is the N-S trend (~180° from north) along the NSTA 267 

located near the epicentre and the second is the ENE-WSW trend (~60° from north) along the EWTA 268 

located northwest from the epicentre. Although the geometry of our model, designed to cover the 269 

aftershock distribution area, is non-rectangular, the potency density and the potency-rate density of each 270 

sub-fault are estimated independently from the assumed model geometry. 271 

The strike orientation of the potency density tensor shows geometric bends; since they are changes 272 

in the strike direction of the rupture-hosting fault, they play an important role in the earthquake rupture 273 

process 38,39. Our finite-fault model shows that the lineations of the strike directions in the NSTA (7° to 274 

24° of the reference points in Fig. 4) and EWTA (240° to 265° of the reference points in Fig. 4) coincide 275 

with the spatial pattern of the aftershock distribution. In addition to these general lineations of the fault 276 

geometry, the strike orientation of the spatiotemporal potency-rate density tensor distribution (Fig. 5b) 277 

also shows dynamic changes of the fault geometry. During the first 1.5 s, the strike orientation rotates 278 

clockwise as it propagates from the northern to the southern edges of the NSTA (Fig. 5b). Then, at 279 

around 1.5 s as the rupture migrates from the NSTA to the EWTA, the fault strike direction changes 280 

from NNE-SSW at the northern edge of the NSTA to ENE-WSW at the eastern edge of the EWTA, 281 

which implies that the fault planes in the NSTA and EWTA can be considered as a conjugate fault, 282 

where the planes inclined at angles on either side of the maximum principal stress 40. Next, between 2.0 283 

and 3.5 s the second rupture propagates along EWTA from its eastern edge towards the south-west and 284 

terminates at around 4.5 s at its western edge. In this process, the time at which the strike orientation 285 

rotates clockwise corresponds to the time of the largest potency-rate density. It is associated with the 286 

second rupture arising at the eastern edge of the EWTA, propagating west during the period between 287 

the 2.0 and 3.5 s and having the highest potency-rate of around 1.2 m/s (Fig. 5b). Our result of the major 288 
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slip along the EWTA during 2–3 s is robustly resolved even if we change the assumptions of maximum 289 

rupture velocity, the total durations (Figs. S8 and S10). According to the surface fault lines 23,26, the 290 

orientation of the known active conjugated strike-slip faults of the PF and MLF shows striking at N5E–291 

N13E and N30E–N50E; this is consistent with our findings that at the northern edge of the NSTA, the 292 

striking is in the NNE-SSW direction and at the eastern edge of the EWTA, in the ENE–WSW direction. 293 

The multiple sub-events at the conjugated strike-slip fault system are possibly due to the complex 294 

rupture evolution 31,41. Therefore, we conclude that the rupture evolution of the 2014 Thailand 295 

earthquake is characterized by multiple sub-events in the conjugated strike-slip fault system of the PF 296 

and MLF. We here echo that we observed the largest potency-rate density tensor distribution at 2.0–2.5 297 

s. Then, at 3.5–4.5 s, the potency-rate density reduces after the bend, where we see the change of strike 298 

angles from ~218° to ~250° (Fig. 5b). Furthermore, studies using the flexible teleseismic finite-fault 299 

inversion have shown that complexities in the faulting system, like geometric bends, can cause the non-300 

smooth rupture propagation of the mainshock 30,31,42. The dynamic rupture simulation demonstrates that 301 

rupture perturbation could have occurred from the bend along a strike-slip faulting 38,43. Thus, we 302 

suggest that the rupture along the NSTA and EWTA exhibits the complexity of the fault geometry that 303 

includes a bend. This complicated fault system is the reason for the fluctuation of the rupture front. It 304 

also can act as a barrier for the termination of the rupture propagation at the southern edge of the NSTA 305 

and the western edge of the EWTA. The possible bends of the fault system can also be seen in the 306 

relocated aftershock distribution in the south of the epicentre and the western edge of the EWTA (Fig. 307 

4), which may contribute to confine the rupture along NSTA and facilitates the major rupture along the 308 

EWTA.  309 

The rupture evolution of the 2014 Thailand earthquake displays two distinct rupture episodes with 310 

rupture directions along the NSTA and EWTA. These rupture episodes reveal two perpendicular planes 311 

that coincide with the aftershock distribution pattern along the NSTA and EWTA (Fig. 5). The 312 

aftershock distribution shows a spatial gap of around 5 km located between the northern edge of the 313 

NSTA and the eastern edge of the EWTA (Figs. 4 and 5). In this gap, our source model shows the 314 

lowest potency-rate density for the entire rupture duration between the northern edge of the NSTA and 315 

the eastern edge of the EWTA (Fig. 5). The agreement between the low potency-rate density area and 316 

the spatial gap in the aftershock distribution suggests that the two conjugate faults are not connected. 317 

The discontinuity of the co-seismic slip across the gap in the conjugated fault system suggests that the 318 

second rupture episode initiated at the eastern edge of the EWTA may have been triggered by the initial 319 

rupture episode along the NSTA. 320 

The spatial distribution of the P-axis (or the maximum compressive stress axis) azimuth, 321 

extracted from the potency density tensor for each sub-fault (Fig. 6) exhibits clockwise rotation from 322 

the northern edge to the southern edge of the NSTA, from 52° to 69° azimuths, and from the eastern 323 

edge to the western edge of the EWTA, from 15° to 39° azimuth. This clockwise rotation of the P-axis 324 

azimuth is in accordance with the aftershock lineation along the NSTA and EWTA (Fig. 6a). The 325 
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histogram of the P-axis azimuth distribution displays two peaks, one at 10°–30° and the other at 50°–326 

70° (Fig. 6b). Since most of the aftershocks of magnitude 4 and above, for which a focal mechanism 327 

solution is estimated by Noisagool et al. 23, occur in the EWTA 15, the principal compressive stress axis 328 

orientation of 18° obtained from the mainshock and the aftershocks of the 2014 Thailand earthquake 23 329 

is most likely reflecting the one in the EWTA domain, which coincides with our estimates of the P-axis 330 

azimuth distribution along the EWTA (Fig. 6). Whilst, the direction of the P-axis azimuth along the 331 

NSTA obtained in this study (~50°, Fig. 6) is rotated clockwise by about 30° from the principal 332 

compressive stress axis orientation obtained by Noisagool et al., 23. As a result, the strike-slip direction 333 

with strike of 24° at the southern part of the NSTA obtained from this study (Fig. 4), is opposite to that 334 

expected from the principal compressive stress axis orientation of 18° obtained by Noisagool et al., 23. 335 

On the other hand, if Coulomb's friction factor is a typical value of 0.6, the two peaks of our P-axis 336 

histogram (Fig. 6) can be naturally explained as a shift of the P-axis of the conjugate fault plane 44, 337 

which leads to ~35° principal stress axis;  about 15° clockwise from the principal stress axis orientation 338 

obtained in Noisagool et al. 23. We should mention, however, the focal mechanism solutions obtained 339 

in this study are affected by dynamic changes in the stress field due to seismic waves or localized fault 340 

structures, and estimation of the principal stress axis is beyond the scope of this study. Our results 341 

suggest that further investigation of the stress field in this region is needed, taking into account the 342 

spatial bias of aftershock distribution, which affects the estimates of the principal stresses for the 343 

conjugate fault earthquake. 344 
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 345 
Figure 6. The P-axis azimuth distribution. (a) The P-axis azimuth distribution extracted from the resultant 346 

potency-density tensors of each sub-fault from Figure 4. The length of the P-axis is proportional to the potency 347 
density relating to the color scale of Figure 4. The azimuth is measured clockwise from north. The yellow star 348 
shows the epicentre. The dots show the relocated aftershock 15. The black thin line shows the active faults 26,27. 349 

(b) The histogram of the P-axis azimuth distribution with 10° azimuthal bin width, which plots between the 350 
azimuth angle and the percentage of the count of the P-axis azimuth along the model plane. The figure was 351 

made with Generic Mapping Tools14. 352 

Conclusion 353 

We construct a source model for the 2014 Thailand MW 6.2 earthquake that occurred within the Phayao 354 

fault zone in northern Thailand, by applying a new framework of the flexible teleseismic P waveform 355 

finite-fault inversion and resolved both the fault geometry and the slip. Our source model exhibits 356 

complex rupture evolution consisting of two rupture episodes along a conjugated strike-slip fault system 357 

that comprises two distinct fault planes. These planes coincide with the relocated aftershock distribution. 358 

The initial rupture originates at the hypocentre and propagates southward along the north-south oriented 359 

fault plane near the epicentre. Then the second rupture episode is triggered north of the epicentre at the 360 

eastern edge of the conjugated east-west oriented fault plane and propagates southwestward until the 361 

rupture terminates. Our source model shows not only the conjugate fault geometry but also the fault 362 
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bends that are related to the smaller-scale features of the aftershock lineation in each rupture episode. 363 

Our model also suggests that the conjugate fault system of the 2014 Thailand earthquake is not 364 

connected at the junction; the observed spatial gap (~5 km) may account for the triggering of the second 365 

rupture episode. The spatial variation of the principal stress axis inferred from our finite-fault model 366 

suggests an in-situ stress state of the Phayao fault zone, which is responsible for the complex rupture 367 

evolution of the 2014 Thailand earthquake. 368 

  369 
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